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Abstract
This paper reports the feasibility of synthesis and characterization of nano-porous silicon (NPS) powder and (Nickel/nano-porous silicon, Ni/NPS)
nano-composite prepared using dual techniques (alkaline chemical etching
process and ultra-sonication technique). The structural and the optical properties of the fabricated structures are inspected using X-ray Diffraction,
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometer, Raman Spectroscopy, and
Fluorescence Spectrophotometer Photoluminescence. All the results have
agreed that NPS is one of the most suitable materials used as active material
in the LED fabrication; by changing the main factors in the preparation
process, so the different physical and chemical properties are obtained. NPS
produces two emission regions that correspond to orange-red and dark red;
on the other hand, (Ni/NPS) produce the yellow emission. So, the photoluminescence emission is controllable by adjusting the preparation conditions.
The optical data recorded here are useful for the production of the nanoscale
optical devices.
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1. Introduction
During recent years, many materials have come to the attention of researchers,
using as light emitting device (LED), due to the extensive commercial demand.
The most popular composites are InGaN, GaAs and AlGaN, that ascribed to the
satisfactory emission intensity and mature fabrication techniques. However, it is
a challenge against these materials for the incompatibility with Si-based microelectronics process and the expensive cost for commercial demand. Naturally,
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LEDs made from Si which is easily inserted into chips resulting translation with
high speed. So far no other materials achieve perfect commercial applications as
Si. But, Si is hardly photoluminescence emission with respect to other materials,
such as InGaAs, as a result of its indirect band gap [1]. On the other hand, the
finding of photoluminescence in porous silicon has sparked the hope for silicon
as a material also for optoelectronic applications. Until today, photoluminescence from nanostructured silicon could be demonstrated not only from porous
silicon, but also silicon nanocrystals formed in a SiO2 matrix by implantation of
Si ions and subsequent annealing and isolated silicon nanoparticles [2].
After the monitoring of highly efficient visible photoluminescence (PL) at
room temperature from porous silicon (PS) by Canham, this material has become an attractive material in electronics and optoelectronics fields [3]. The PS
morphology consists of a silicon nancrystallites (nc-Si) network, which depends
on several parameters (i.e. air and storage conditions). The freshly prepared PS
is covered by hydrogen and at exposure to ambient air that causes the progressive modification of its surface by oxidation process. It produces modification of
nc-Si optical properties. For solvation the structural problem and improving the
PL of PS, it is necessary to change the composition of the PS surface by incorporating some elements. The transition metals (i.e. iron, cobalt or nickel) are the
solution; it can be used for delegating inside the silicon pores that makes a
change of the PS optical properties [4].
Many substitution materials have been suggested for improving Si-luminescence.
And, the most widely studied material is PS, which displayed strong photoluminescence (PL) in the visible and infrared region of the optical spectrum [5]. The
PS Light emission is a great success for the development of silicon-integrated
optoelectronic devices, which is compatible with microelectronic technologies
[6].
For this study, we present experimental results that depending on a simple wet
alkali chemical etching technique process parallel with using Ultra-sonication
mechanism for porous silicon production, strong visible light emission can be
achieved. In addition, using a transition element (i.e. Ni), which is changing the
PL emission range, as shown in the following.

2. Materials and Methods
The dual process of the nano-porous-silicon (NPS) powder preparation was
consisted of; the ultra-sonication technique (at room temperature) as a simple
way and the alkali chemical etching technique (ACE). The used reagents in the
ACE process were; n-propanol, and Potassium hydroxide (KOH). The suitable
mass for starting was a 5 g silicon powder (99%, Sigma-Aldrich). It was put in an
etching solution that contained different KOH concentrations (3, 4.5, and 6
weight%), n-propanol (30 Vol%), for different sonication times (2, 3, 4, and 5 h).
The powder produced was filtered, washed, and then dried at 40˚C overnight.
The nano-Ni layers were deposited on the NPS powder by a chemical deposition
technique. The prepared NPS powder was immersed in an aqueous NiCl2 soluDOI: 10.4236/snl.2019.93003
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tion at 80˚C for 30 minutes. And then, the nanocomposite (Ni/NPS) powder
product was filtered out again from the Ni salt solution and dried at 60˚C overnight for two days.
The NPS powder structure is characterized using XRD (X-ray, using Cu-Kα
radiation = 1.5405 Å at a scanning rate of 4 min−1, 7000 Schimadzu diffractometer).
The formation of the NPS and (Ni/NPS) chemical bonds were determined using
FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometer, Shimadzu FTIR -8400 s,
Japan), Raman Spectroscopy (Senteral-Bruker Raman micro-spectroscopy), and
PL (Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer Photoluminescence, American) analysis of PS, before and after treatment with (Ni).

3. Results and Discussion
-

X-Ray Diffraction Analysis
XRD is selected for its suitability to study the changes of the crystal structure

induced by combination between the etching processes and the ultra-sonication
technique [7]. Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of NPS powder. The peaks at
2θ˚ values 28.23˚, 47.193˚, 56.023˚, 68.989˚, 76.261˚, 87.9382˚ and 94.8370˚ can
be indexed as the planes of Si crystals (111), (220), (311), (400), (331), (422), and
(511), (JCPDS Card No. 01-079-0613 and 00-027-1402), respectively. All the observed peaks show pure phases of crystalline silicon in face center cubic (FCC)
structure. In addition, Figure 1(c) displays a weak broad diffraction peak at 2θ
= 20˚ that corresponds to the thin oxide layer (silica layer), which surrounds the
NPS particles [8].

Figure 1. XRD patterns of NPS particles 5 gm of commercial silicon powder; (a) 3 weight% KOH, (b) 4.5
weight% KOH, and (c) 6 weight% KOH.
DOI: 10.4236/snl.2019.93003
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The Scherrer’s equation is used for calculation of nc-Si average size [9]. Table
1 shows the diffraction peaks of the plane Si (111) at JCPDS card 27-1402. That’s
due to the (ACE) and the time of the ultra-sonication technique, which produces
the intensity changes in three categories of the etchant solution concentrations.

d=

kλ
B cos θ

where B is the FWHM, K is the Scherrer constant (1 > K > 0.89), λ is the wavelength in nanometers, and d the mean crystallite size.
The NPS material energy gap is definitely having higher energy gaps compared with bulk commercial silicon (1.11 eV) [10]. Table 1 shows 2 groups of
samples (4, 5, 6) and (7, 8, 9), that display the inverse proportional relation between the energy gap value and the NPS crystallize size at the preparation conditions {the initiated mass of commercial silicon powder 5 gm, sonication time (2,
3, and 4 hr), at different values of the KOH}. It is noticeable sample 9 that the
highest value of the energy gap is 2.08 eV, which is corresponding to the lowest
value of the crystallite size 27.2 nm. So, it refers to the NPS formation with the
highest value of porosity. That is a result of the highest value of the energy gap,
which corresponds to the increasing of the porosity percent.
As can be seen in Figure 2, the (Ni/NPS) samples showed the diffraction
peaks of (PS) at 2θ = 28.20˚, 47.20˚ and 56.21˚ which are corresponding to Si
planes (111), (220) and (211), respectively. In addition, some diffraction peaks at
2θ = 75.62˚, 88.26˚ and 94.16˚, corresponding to the Ni planes (220), (201) and
(311), respectively {JCPDS card 27-1402 and 45-1027, corresponding to Si and
Ni, respectively}. It shows the appearance of Ni planes, that in case of the double
percentage of the Ni salt concentration with respect to the presence of a NPS
weight percentage (2 Ni: 1 NPS). So, the decreasing of the Si peak intensities is
appeared, as a result of the presence of Ni ions.
-

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophotometer Analysis

Table 1. Typical XRD diffraction peaks, crystallite size, and energy gap of NPS powders
obtained using different sonication time and etchant concentration (KOH weight%).
Sonic. time
(hr)

Energy gap
(ev)

Crystallite size (nm)

2

1.87

32.2

3

1.56

47.8

3

4

1.75

30.1

4

2

1.83

31.5

3

1.48

55.44

6

4

1.37

63

7

2

1.62

44

3

1.92

33

4

2.08

27.2

Sample number

KOH concn.
(weight%)

1
2

3

5

4.5

8

6

9
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Figure 2. XRD patterns of (Ni/NPS) nano-composite powder.

The presence of various chemical functional groups and formation of NPS are
described by the FTIR spectra in the range 400 - 4000 cm−1. In order to prove the
role of wetting agents in the formation of (NPS) FTIR spectra are studied [11].
The FTIR spectrum of the silicon powder after dual reaction; the alkali chemical
etching process and the Ultra-sonication technique, is depicted in Figure 3 and
Figure 4. The FTIR spectrum band appears in a region (1000 - 1300 cm−1),
which is corresponding to Si-O asymmetric stretching in Si–O–Si at 3 weight%
KOH. The characteristic bands almost at 802 and 466 cm−1 are corresponding to
the stretching and bending vibrations, respectively. Simultaneously, the spectrum at 1093 cm−1 is appearing in all spectrums at different intensities, which indicates the formation of NPS powder [12]. In addition, the broadband in range
(3050 - 3750 cm−1) is corresponding to O-H stretching modes in SiOH groups
and H2O. In addition, the spectrum at 1637 cm−1 is due to O-H scissor bending
vibration in the water. Finally, a weak transmitted band at (2200 to 2500 cm−1) is
observed, which can be attributed to the O-Si-H groups [13].
FTIR measures the change in the NPS chemical composition after an immersion process in Ni-salt solution and the form of Ni which is deposited on the
NPS surface, as shown in Figure 4. The new peak centered at 470 cm−1 which is
appeared, generally attributed to Ni-O bonds [14]. So, the formation of NiO is
an indication that Ni is deposited on NPS in its metallic form and not in the
form of its oxide (Si-O-Ni). Results of FTIR spectra agree with the above XRD
data in Figure 2.
-

Raman Spectroscopy
Figure 5 shows the Raman spectra of NPS powder samples started by 5 gm

commercial silicon, 6 weight% KOH at different sonication times. The Raman
spectra have a nearly symmetric peak with different intensities as a result of increasing the sonication time, which produces a direct proportionality relation
[15]. The highest spectra intensity appears at wavenumber 518.5 cm−1 that corresponds to sonication time 4 hr. It led to peak-shift asymmetry and an enhancement of the peak intensity.
DOI: 10.4236/snl.2019.93003
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Figure 3. FTIR spectra of NPS powder at the preparation conditions; 5 gm of commercial silicon powder; (a) 3 weight% KOH, (b)
4.5 weight% KOH, and (c) 6 weight% KOH.

Figure 4. FTIR spectra of (Ni/NPS) nano-composite powder.

Figure 6 shows the Raman-spectra peak at 513 cm−1 for NPS powder which is
slightly shifted from 518 to 513 cm−1, that as a result of Ni deposition within the
DOI: 10.4236/snl.2019.93003
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Figure 5. Raman spectra of NPS powder which is prepared at the preparation conditions;
6 weight% KOH, at different sonication times.

Figure 6. Raman spectra of (Ni/NPS) nano-composite powder.

pores for the nano-composite (Ni/NPS) formation. The broad peak 76 cm−1 is
observed, which is corresponding to NiO formation [16]. NiO is responsible the
shifting process of NPS peak, in addition, it’s the base of the (Ni/NPS) composite
formation.
-

Photoluminescence Analysis
The photoluminescence properties were obtained using an unfocused ar-

gon-ion laser with an excitation wavelength of 340 nm at room temperature [9].
The PL peak is observed in the visible region. Figure 7 shows the PL spectra
present emission peaks centered at two places approximately 663 and 706 nm
[17]. So, there are several optical properties as a result of two emission regions.
As shown in Figure 7, the emission zones depend on the preparation conditions.
The orange red light emission, which corresponds to 663 nm, is believed to that
the quantum confinement effect in the nanostructure of prepared NPS powder.
In addition, the dark red light emission corresponds to 706 nm. Figure 7(a) and
Figure 7(c) display the higher value of the dark red photoluminescence emission intensity at (6 weight% KOHconc and at sonication time 2 hr) as a good condition. Noticeable, the same behavior appears as Figure 7(c), the sonication time
DOI: 10.4236/snl.2019.93003
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Figure 7. PL spectra of NPS powder at the preparation conditions; 5 gm of commercial silicon powder, 3 weight% KOH, and at
sonication time; (a) 2 hr, (b) 3 hr, and (c) 4 hr.

Figure 8. PL spectra of (Ni-NPS) nano-composite powder.

4 hr. On the other hand, Figure 7(b) shows the higher intensity of the orange
red photoluminescence emission at both KOHconc 3 and 4.5 weight%.
The doping process of the NPS powder with Ni element is the reason of the
photoluminescence emission blue shift that corresponds to yellow color. Figure
8 shows the overlapping of two high-intensity photoluminescence emission
DOI: 10.4236/snl.2019.93003
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peaks; at 613 and 619 nm. The light emission and its enhancement should be related to the Si-O-bonded nanostructure. The localized state related to Si-O
bonds and self-trapped excitations in the nanoporous structures is the main origins of the light emission [18] [19]. With the increase of the Ni doping on the
NPS surface, it produces Si-O-Ni bonds that agree with the FTIR data. It offers
more light-emitting centers and the PL intensity is greatly enhanced. And so we
actually managed to get an active material (NPS) for producing several photoluminescence emission ranges, that during the change of the preparation conditions.

4. Conclusion
The optical properties of NPS and (Ni/NPS) nanocomposites are investigated in
this study. The NPS is prepared using dual reaction (wet alkali chemical etching
process and the ultra-sonication technique). In addition, (Ni/NPS) is obtained
using the chemical deposition technique. The used techniques are safe,
non-expensive, plus it’s environmentally friendly. As for the critical factors affecting the preparation process are the KOH concentration and the sonication
time. Also, the presence of a Ni element in the NPS matrix is confirmed by FTIR
and Raman spectroscopy. Noticeable, the PL intensity of (Ni/NPS) is about 2
times stronger than that of NPS only. The enhancement of the PL intensity is
due to the reaction between Ni ions and NPS surface which contributes to the
emission mechanism. So, the NPS material can be used in LED industry, because
it has more than one region of PL emission (orange red, dark red and yellow).
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